GVOKXYIEL’S MANiFESTO!
WE ARE IMMORTALS WE ARE THE FUTURE WE ARE DIVINE FOREVER!!!

I AM THAT I AM GVOKXYIEL! Ergo, here is my manifesto! Viola! Through the looking glass of eyes of the Artist of God, Gvokxyiel's Power & Games' Theories:
The Master and Servant Concepts with Theoretical Metaphysics Vs. Visual Communication Designs: Illustration, Advertisement, & Graphic Design.
The first example is the various uses of inter-contextual concepts with formulaic rhetorical compositions of linguistics with wordplay: G.O.D. (God of Design)
inverted/reversed is D.O.G. (Design of God). Ergo by proxy, Master is God/Creator and Servant is Dog/Creation, thus establishes Master and Servant, First
and Last, Alpha and Omega, I am that I am Vs. I am Myself, Lord, and Master, proclamation in Panasonic gamma vibrations in unison in one verse: Uni-verse
"Let there be light" from the book of Genesis in the Bible. The Origins of Design in Meta-Mathematical Tetra-Equation Formulation Proof Statement: Illustration
Times Advertisement Equals Graphic Design or Abstract Conceptual Metaphoric Imagery calculus. Quick extensive elegant look into the Conclusion
inclusion with reformatting from original concept equation: Illustration (Order) times Advertisement (Disorder) aka God (one being outside of Order, yet God
is the Creator who created Order, then divided out his control over it, meaning of Free from his will) equals Chaos (Creation without limitations within the
laws of power exchange, yet with endless calculations of infinite probabilities.
This type of endless calculations is called "Chaos Math." Instead Of Illustration as the literal terminology for Visual-Communication-Design >abstract< version
for this is "Order," aka (Chronological Systematic Composition), aka also Creation. All three illustrations, Advertisement, and Graphic design make a trinity of
inter-connected split complementary concepts in the spectrum of design. Instead of Advertisement, think of God as the Creator becoming self-aware of
one's oneness "I am that I am"- quote from Exodus (Yahveh the Elohim) from the Bible. Also, God Proclaiming the uni-verse into existence birth forth from the
imagination of God quote, "Let there be light!" Ergo Advertising Ego and Space, a divine division of Light (identity and Creation) from the dark (void and
nothingness) then multiplied into subdivisions of dualities of infinite paradoxes of Yin and Yang, ultimately the balance of the elemental forces of divine
nature vs. finite nature or supernatural vs. natural. Earth's Realm has Dynamics of Physics pre-calculated in presets of rules in dimensions like the laws of
Gravity for one. As such, laws can change if variable changes occur, elements or components adding on or subtracting or multiplying. Therefore,
randomness calculated in nonlinear equations always accounts for variable changes based on immeasurable probabilities as a factor in natural selection.
Instead of Graphic Design make it known as Chaos, (unknown creative force (God) is out of control from elements involving in and out of possibilities vs.
probabilities equals predestined divine calculation). Conclusively, The Divine Design by God the Divine Designer/Chaos Creator and paradoxically the
equal oppositional force of Order (Chronological Systematic Composition).
Ergo, the Creator, God created Creation from His Simplex to Complex Conceptual Compositions, in his image and creativity made into Reality (Matter)
(Physical dimension of existence). Yet controversy in micro-consciousness vs. macro-consciousness shows that one can only be in perspective of
self-consciousness in singular perceptual experiences within the 4th Dimensional physical manifestations as an existential being of Light. Light (Energy) visual
imagination notions of knowledge, aka spirit, aka consciousness, and awareness of Reality (Matter) through the perception of sight into the Light. The great
epiphanies "does it matter?" I doubt I think; therefore I am?" Intelligence is investigative Reasoning /Questioning to discover answers is the beginning of Logic
and laws of Rational and Reasoning. The word Genius is defined in being a spirit with the creative ability/intelligence of intuitive inspiration from God or
divine supernatural influence. Einstein Quotes Imagination is More Important than knowledge. Likewise, the Intelligent first looks for the Question to see the
answer, but Genius sees the answer first, before the Question. Inductive-solving knowledge (income) vs. deductive-probability knowledge (outcome), both
work together and against one other in quantum mechanics and quantum physics. The presets of balance in quantum formulation theory are known as
Zeno's paradoxes in compositional theories: one component in space cannot reach another component in space without covering the distances between
the two components and for one component to be in the exact coordinates as the other component is in space.
The result would have to occur that the opposing component would have to consume or add by merging into the other component and because there
are endless probabilities of space and distances in between the two components that it is infinitely impossible to cover each one as one form and space in
the infinite dimensions in time. The simplified version is one that cannot become two without the Logic of one plus one, therefore creates together two and
vice versa Logic prohibits nonsense as rational thinking because two cannot create one without subtracting one from two to make one again. But
ultimately, two cannot become one in the same space and existence without the inevitability of a paradoxical breaking the laws of the universal matrix.
Another example is Transmutation in Alchemy, the first law of Equivalent exchange: "Humankind cannot gain anything without first giving something in
return. To obtain, something of equal value must be lost" (FullMetal Alchemist 2019). To Win something, you must lose something of equal value in
reciprocation.
In light of that, the mysterious connection between mathematics and physics is that one serves the other in an endless cycle order of functions and vice
versa to support and prove each other relevancy in existence by being in equivalent balance as two in one. Ergo, two in one as Forever is infinite, is
immeasurable, infinite calculations towards an ever-expanding universe of the space-time continuum. Because both mathematics and physics have a start
and end that is unknown, yet ever-discovering incomplete formulaic nonlinear equations. Thus, they serve a purpose without measure in potential since
either one alone cannot justify itself, apply both to one another, and they complete each other in proof. But also mathematics and physics dualistic mystery
is a paradoxical conundrum, as to where do they start, end, and meet together again. The two areas of study are combined, they take form and create a
never-ending eternal cycle that is intertwined together like the double helix of human D.N.A. in genetics. Original definitions and quotes based on factual
proofs in both physics and mathematics composed by Gina Mendoza is that mathematics and physics are like an atom, where they are so tightly together
as one form, cause from their oppositional gravitation attraction, in that of same matter of a proton attracts a neutron and vice versa, that if you were to
divide them from one another is would create an atomic explosion and a nuclear reaction. Inconclusively that is what both mathematics and physics are
made of, simple as an atom, complex as an atomic explosion.
My Original Puns and Riddles: Atomic After-Math: Y? split X? when X & Y are legit, divide by two, then times two equals get Physical, fight physics with
mathematics, now find mathematics to prove and move physics. Ergo, the art of two types of science: meta-mathematics and meta-physics. "There is no
proof to prove that this statement is untrue, paraphrased from Gödel's Incompleteness Theorem. The proof of Gödel's incompleteness theorem just sketched
is proof-theoretic (also called syntactic) in that it shows that if certain proofs exist (a proof of P(G(P)) or its negation), then they can be manipulated to
produce a proof of a contradiction. This does not appeal to whether P(G(P)) is "true," only to whether it is provable." (Academic 2019). The Truth is a
model-theoretic, or semantic concept, and is not always equivalent in probability except in special cases. If proving mathematics by definition can prove
physics but is all of the physics that applied to mathematics, are they always consistent in proofs, no, they are not, if this is without proving both the
statement is true and is always consistent? Ergo, this is not a true statement, nor can it become a proof without it.
This meta-contradiction defies Logic itself and gives way to error and makes way to have a reasonable doubt. As Herman Wyel thus said: "God exists since
mathematics is consistent, and the Devil exists since its consistency cannot be proved." (Wyul 2019).
I AM THAT I AM GVOKXYIEL AUCIFVR VAUS!!! Question: Ergo, What am I? Who am I? Answer: I am that I am God's Artist & God's Warhead, Hello, I am Gvokx!
Go! Fight Me! Go! I AM THAT I AM THE VICTOR HERO GVOKX!!! G.O.D.'S I.M.A. (GINA)TION I AM THAT I AM GVOKXYIEL AUCIFVR VAUS!!!

